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Cleaner/housekeeper

Apply Now

Company: Stonegate Group

Location: Carnforth

Category: other-general

Location- Snooty Fox

Are you a great team player? You don’t need any experience to join as a Cleaner as we will

teach you the rest. We want you to be able to connect with the team and deliver high

standards. 

Can you…

Demonstrate a great eye for detail

Be organised and have fantastic time keeping skills

Maintain a clean & safe environment for guests and colleagues

A little bit about us…

At our proper pub sites we pride ourselves on providing a proper home for live sport, serving a

proper pint and consistently offering proper pub food. We aim to create a proper, traditional

pub atmosphere for our guests. Proper pubs are transparent and simple. What you see is what

you get in every venue. If you are passionate about providing our guests with great

quality and straightforward food and drink then a career at a proper pub could be for you. The

Snooty Fox, in Kirkby Lonsdale is beautiful 7-bedroom hotel with a fantastic sports bar, hosting

pool, darts and big screens for all the big games. The building dates to the 17th century and

features many period features, including the doors. Along with a large range of pub food

we offer all the best in ales, beer, largers, wines and spirits. We host Live music with

monthly events to keep things fresh for our guests. We have a beer garden our guests take

advantage of in the summer times.
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What's in it for you?  

Flexible Working 

VIP entry to our pubs and bars 

25% off Food & Drink for you and ALL your friends in over 800 sites 

Early access to your earned wages 

Join team socials and create friendships for life 

Award winning development programmes 

At Stonegate Group, we're proud to be the biggest operator of pubs, bars, and late-night

venues in the United Kingdom. Our leading brands are diverse and well-known, including names

like Slug & Lettuce, Be At One and Popworld. Find out more about a career with Stonegate

Group at

If you have a disability as outlined by the Equality Act 2010 and require reasonable

adjustments to be made during the recruitment process, please let us know in advance so that

any support, aids or adaptations can be put in place to assist you. Please contact Snooty

Fox directly.
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